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s my term of office officially ends in January 2011,
this will be my last message as Grand Prior of
Europe. It has been an honour and a privilege to serve
the members within the various Commanderies in Europe
over the last four years and to have played a small part in the
recent re-unification. I am pleased to report that H.E.
Conventual Bailiff, René Tonna-Barthet GCSJ, CMSJ and
Bar, has accepted my invitation to act as Chairman of the
Nominations Committee to elect my successor and René will
be reporting to the membership when the outcome of the
election is known.
The last four years have been both challenging and rewarding,
watching the membership grow with new and talented
individuals joining our ranks who have brought a wealth of
skills and experience to our Order enabling us to carry out
our mission to help those in our communities in desperate
need of our help. The Trustees of the charitable trust have
considered and approved donations to many worthy causes,
made possible through the tremendous efforts of our
members, whose donations and fund raising initiatives have
to be greatly admired and praised.
During 2009 the re-structuring of the Priories of England and
Scotland into Commanderies took effect and the Priory of the
United Kingdom and Ireland was established in time for the
re-unification ceremony in September. It was a great honour
that my last act as Grand Prior was to invest five Knights and
one Dame into the Commandery of England and my grateful
thanks to Commander Vassilios Papalois and Dame Vana
Papalois for introducing six talented and highly qualified
individuals to our Order and for providing me with such a
wonderful memory.
It was with a great sense of pride and achievement that as the
former Prior of Scotland, I was part of the committee who
organised the 2006 Sovereign Council Meeting in Dunblane,
and as Grand Prior of Europe this year, when the
Commandery of Hungary was chosen to host the 2010
Sovereign Council Meeting in Budapest, a great honour for
both Commanderies and something of which the
Commanders and all the members can be justifiably proud.
Thanks to the efforts of Dames Liz Griggs, May Storrie and
Elaine Wales, The European was launched, which in the
words of H.E. Bailiff, Grand Hospitaller, Janice Stein, “has
become the gold standard to which all SOSJ newsletters
should aspire”. Similarly, through the good offices and
financial input from Chevalier Paul Sayer, the Grand Priory
of Europe website has been developed to dovetail with the
new international website. As a starting point, the content of
the website will allow members within the Grand Priory of

H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie GCSJ, MMSJ

Europe to access the membership directory, annual accounts,
minutes of chapter meetings, notification of events and all
editions, past and future, of The European.
Our success within Europe was also recognised when H.E.
Conventual Bailiff, René Tonna-Barthet was honoured for
the second time with the Cross of Merit and Prior Commander
Glenn H. Wales was elevated to a Bailiff.
A Grand Prior does not act alone and as I demit office I wish
to thank all of you for the respect and support which I have
enjoyed during my term of office and also to mention in
particular, H.E. Grand Master David Rolfe, Dame
Commander Margaret Rolfe, H.E. Conventual Bailiff, Grand
Commander, Owen Brown and H.E. Bailiff Glenn Wales for
their assistance, guidance and unswerving loyalty and a
special thanks to H.E. Conventual Bailiff Grand Conservator
René Tonna-Barthet, the man I would describe as the Father
of the Grand Priory of Europe and my mentor over the last
four years.
I take this opportunity of wishing you and your families a
happy and blessed Christmas and peace and good health for
2011.
H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie GCSJ, MMSJ
Grand Prior of Europe
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Priory of the United Kingdom & Ireland

W

are drawn from the finest
professional
singers
working in the music
industry. The members of
the
Commandery
of
England did a superb job.
Members
of
the
Commandery of Scotland
are participating in the
Noel Lunch this December
which was founded by
Dame May Storrie DCSJ
some five years ago to help
Lanarkshire charities. This
year the beneficiaries will
be St. Andrews Hospice
and Bobath Scotland. The
Commandery felt that by
adding their weight and
support to this event it
could
maximise
the H.E. Bailiff Glenn H. Wales GCSJ
effectiveness
of
its
charitable endeavours this year….a superb event to kick start
Christmas.
Finally, it is with more than a tinge of sadness that H.E. Bailiff
Donald J. Storrie GCSJ, MMSJ will be demitting from Office in
the New Year having served as Grand Prior of Europe for the past
four years. It has been my great privilege and that of others to have
been involved in some of the wonderful charitable works that
Donald has led, not least in experiencing his outstanding leadership
as Chairman of ‘The Big Build’ appeal for Marie Curie in which
the City of Glasgow has now arguably the most modern hospice in
Europe providing palliative care. An indication of the high esteem
that Donald is held in is that he was chosen to represent Marie Curie
Cancer Care nationally to meet the Pope on the occasion of the
Pope’s recent visit to the UK at a reception hosted by Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth at Holyrood Palace. Donald leaves us with a
legacy stronger for his leadership and wiser from his council. But
it is not farewell as the Commandery of Scotland, the Priory of the
United Kingdom & Ireland and the Order will continue to benefit
from his service.
It just remains for me to wish you and your loved ones a Merry
Christmas and a very Happy New Year.

riting this article, it surprises me that with the swift passage
of time it’s already over a year since the re-structuring of
the Order within the United Kingdom. The Commanderies of
Scotland and England were formed within the Priory of the United
Kingdom and Ireland under the leadership of their respective
Commanders Russel Griggs OBE, KCSJ and Vassilios Papalois
MD, KCSJ.
Our Order has been established for almost a thousand years and to
the new member it can sometimes be confusing as to what their role
is within our Order. Every member from the recently invested to
the Grand Master belongs to a Commandery which is the beating
heart of the Order where all members irrespective of rank, work
together to carry out our principle objectives which are to:
1. Raise funds and or carry out work within our communities
to help the sick and poor.
2. Seek out individuals whom we meet as we go about our
daily life we believe would make good hard working members
and would contribute to both the success and the standing of
the Commandery and the Order as a whole.
3. To organise, hold and support an Investiture when a
sufficient number of aspirants are ready to be invested as
Knights and Dames of the Order.
It is these three principle objectives which strengthen our Order and
contribute to the success of our mission in helping the sick and the
poor.
Elaine and I travelled to beautiful Budapest earlier this year where
we were able to witness firsthand a historic moment, the reunification and strengthening of our Order. Members of the
Commandery of Hungary excelled in making over two hundred
knights, dames and guests from around the world most welcome
during the Sovereign Council Meeting weekend. The social events
organised by our hosts were outstanding and included tours of
Budapest, Palinka presentation and tasting, the World Famous
Gypsy Symphony Orchestra and a tour to the Lazar Horse Park.
The hard work of the members of the Commandery of Hungary in
staging this event was greatly appreciated by all.
Many of us congregated in Brighton for the Commandery of
England’s Investiture where we witnessed and supported six
outstanding new members invested into the Order and the
Commandery of England. It was another opportunity to strengthen
ties with members both old and new over the weekend and
particularly at the Gala Dinner where we enjoyed fine fayre, wine H.E. Bailiff Glenn H. Wales GCSJ
and magnificent entertainment by ‘The Company of Singers’ who Prior of the United Kingdom & Ireland

Commandery of Hungary
Following the services, Dame Éva Pandur, and Chevalier István
Greetings from Budapest,
Fórián hosted a traditional Hungarian dinner in their lovely home.
Certainly the last six months have been focused on the Sovereign This too, is becoming a tradition.
Council meeting. But we found time to attend a memorial service
at the Russian Orthodox Chapel in Üröm, a village in the rolling
hills north of Buda. It has become a tradition in the Commandery
to pay homage to Czar Paul I’s daughter, Princess Alexandra
Paulovna Romanova who, after marrying a Habsburg, died in
childbirth. This beautiful little chapel was built over her tomb and
in her memory. It is our way of showing respect for Czar Paul I of
all the Russias who provided protection to the all of the members
of the Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, Knights
Hospitaller regardless of their branch of Christianity. It is a way for
those of us who live in a predominately Roman Catholic country
to reach out to other branches of Christianity as well, to show that
we, too, are ecumenical.
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Commandery of Hungary continued:

The compliments that our Commandery received after the
Sovereign Council Meeting were truly overwhelming. It has
certainly energized the Knights and Dames in the Commandery of
Hungary. Having discovered that the accompanying ceremony was
to be a reunification as well as an Investiture less than two months
before the festivities certainly, I am particularly proud of the
performance of the Commandery.
It would not have been so successful without several key members
of the Commandery. The primary planner, organizer and
coordinator was Dame Judit Hegedűs. Not only did she select
venues, menus, bands orchestras, and tours. She dealt with
decorations, rooms, chairs, microphones, etc. Additionally, she
addressed the budgeting issues and wrote contracts. She had to
coordinate robes with the tailor shop and regalia with Dame May
Storrie. The list of details is endless and the performance was
certainly above and beyond the call. She was most deservedly
promoted to Dame Commander of Grace by the newly elected
Grand Master during the Investiture Ceremony.
Once again, Chevalier Jozsef Doktor saved the day logistically. Just
a few of his accomplishments were purchasing flags and
manufacturing their stands. He found an artist and commissioned
a memorial plate for the Sovereign Council Meeting. He, too, was
most deservedly promoted to Knight Commander of Grace by our
Grand Master.

Then Chevalier Ferenc Barna and his wife
Valoria printed the packaging for the
welcome give packets.
Chevalier Doctor László Molnár helped us
secure Refométus Templom Szílágy Dezső
Teren as the church for our ceremony. He
also recuited a chorus to replace our usual
singers who are now on world tour. Over
half the Commandery participated in the Commander Doug Daniel
KJSJ
ceremony as well. It was truly a team effort.
I want to recognize the support that we received from Dame
Margaret Rolfe and Grand Prior of Europe, Bailiff Donald Storrie.
In fact, we received massive support from several members of the
Commandery of Vancouver – Knights and Dames that we had never
met before the Council convened. If I were to attempt to name
them, I would leave some most deserving Knights or Dames off,
so I will not try.This Sovereign Council Meeting was, arguably, the
most important meeting within Order for several decades. Hopefully
it represents just the first of many reunification ceremonies to come.
It is nevertheless that it inaugurates a new era for all of us. We now
face the challenge of dealing in a truly multilingual environment. I
wish us luck.

Commandery of England

well as to Bailiff Heiner Kleeberg,
President
of
the
German
Association, for their warm and
enthusiastic support. What made
everything even better was the
legendary hospitality of our Brother
Chevalier Maurice Taylor.
In Brighton we were delighted to
welcome 6 truly oustanding new
Aspirants: Dame Dr. Maria
Theodosopoulou,
Chevalier
Professor
Daniel
Casanova,
Chevalier
Dr.
Konstantinos
Karkanis, Chevalier Professor Commander Vassilios Papalois KCSJ
Apostolos Papalois, Chevalier
William Skoures and Chevalier Professor Paris Tekkis. We were
truly delighted to meet and welcome their families and friends. Our
new Sister and Brothers are very enthusiastic about our Order and
I am sure that they will do a fantastic job in serving our great causes.
In Brighton we were also able to raise significant funds through a
variety of fundraising activities and we are most grateful to all our
Brothers and Sisters for their generous contributions despite the
financially challenging times. Last but most certainly not least, we
were delighted that in Brighton we celebrated the elevation to Bailiff
of the Prior of the UK and Ireland, Commander Glenn Wales.
Glenn has stood like a true Brother to all of us and to me personally
and we are thrilled for his well deserved promotion. You will see
a complete report and enjoy pictures from Brighton in the June issue
of the European!
In 2010 we celebrated great progress in our Order and with the
support of all our Brothers and Sisters we were able to write a new
chapter for the Commandery of England. It is our duty to ensure
that this is only the first chapter of what is going to be a very big
book...
Happy Christmas and a Blessed by St. John 2011!!!

Commander Doug Daniel KJSJ

G

reetings from the Commandery of England! 2010 was a great
year for our Order and our Commandery.
We are truly thrilled with the events of the Reunification that took
place in Budapest in September during the Sovereign Council
Meeting that was so successfully organised by the Commandery of
Hungary. We want to express our sincere gratitude to our Brothers
and Sisters who worked so hard and for so many years for this
historic moment. What has been achieved and the inspiring tasks
ahead of us can only strengthen our efforts to serve the noble causes
of our Order.
On behalf of all the Brothers and Sisters of the Commandery of
England I would like to express our immense gratitude to the Grand
Prior of Europe, H.E. Bailiff Donald Storrie for his absolutely
outstanding service as Grand Prior and particularly for his fantastic
support of our Commandery. We are truly delighted for his so well
deserved Medal of Merit as well for the second Cross of Merit that
was awarded to H.E. Conventual Bailiff Rene Tonna-Barthet, a true
legend for our Commandery and our Order.
In 2010 the Commandery of England supported 9 different charities
through our increasing fundraising activity. We are particularly
proud for the Easter and Christmas Cards that were designed by
Dame Christine Murrell and produced by Christine and Chevalier
Paul Sayer. For those of you who haven’t bought your Christmas
cards, contact Christine and she would be delighted to forward them
to you; any funds raised of course support our charity work.
The most important event for our Commandery was the Ceremony
of Investiture that took place in Brighton on the 26th and 27th of
November and it was a great success. Dame Vana Papalois and
myself want to wholeheartedly express our grateful thanks to all
the Brothers and Sisters as well as family members and friends who
attended the events in Brighton. Dame Vana worked tirelessly to
make Brighton a success and it would be impossible to thank her
enough for her endless love and support. A very special thank you
to our Brothers and Sisters from the Commandery of Scotland as Commander Vassilios Papalois KCSJ, MD, PhD, FICS, FRCS,
FEBS
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the chaplain of the Principality of Monaco in exile and the Magister
Magnus S.E. Duca Giancarlo Zaganelli d'Arezzo.
This collaboration and friendship, as well as being a great honour
for our small Commandery, gives us the opportunity to co-operate,
for now at least, in humanitarian work.
Throughout the year a representative of the Italian Knights took
part in various events and celebrations
within Eucarstiche chivalrous, such as
the Investiture Ceremony of the
aforementioned Knights in Arezano, at
a meeting in Biella and in an Orthodox
celebration in Genoa. Our participation
has always been greeted with honours
and awards from the Knights guests.
In May the Brothers of the Italian
Commandery in Formation hosted a
celebration Mass for all the the Knights
and Aspirants and in 2011 we look
forward to welcoming our Brothers and
Sisters from around the world for our Commander Recrosio Guido KCSJ
official Investiture where we will also
see some of our Brothers, who left the SOSJ, being welcomed back
into the Order. The date for the Investiture has to be authorised by
the Grand Priory and I hope that everything with the help of Our
Lord and the intercession of our patron saint, can be realised.
Wishing you a peaceful Christmas and a great 2011 for all our
members and we look forward to seeing you next year.

Italian Commandery in Formation

I

am happy to give the news of the Italian Commandery in
Formation for which I have the honour of being responsible.
This year which is about to concluded has been a disappointing one
for the Italian Knights as we were unable to hold our planned
Investiture in Moncalieri in May, which would have enshrined the
very existence of a Commandery in our country.
On the positive side, 2010 was very fruitful as the leaders of the
Commandery in Formation have been able to consolidate our
presence in Italy as in July I signed, with the support of Commander
Anselmo Sarchi, an understanding with the French Chivalric Ordus
Monasticum Fratrum Templarum et Militiae Christi led by His
Excellency Bishop Basil of the Orthodox Church 111, together with

Commander Recrosio Guido KCSJ
Italian Commandery in Formation

Commandery of Scotland

Commandery can move
forward together thus helping
to fulfil our aims of helping
the sick and needy.
I will end this report with a
sad but also happy reflection
on Dame Dr Jean Scott DGSJ
who sadly left us in
November after a serious of
‘set backs’ as she always
called them and is now at
peace. Jean was one of the
great stalwarts of the
Commandery although she
was usually the one with the
furthest to come to meetings
- even in Scotland. Jean was Commander Prof Russel Griggs OBE, KCSJ
a fine lady who exemplified
all that was good about
humanity and indeed was great example to us all of how you get
on with life and make the most of it. I will remember Jean very
fondly and also that my last conversation with her was the usual
mixture of challenge but also great happiness. This was exemplified
in her delight in passing her driving test again at a ripe old age –
using her words – and personified her belief that life is there to be
led and we should all use Jean as an example of how to lead it.

T

his has been a year of consolidation and getting to know each
other within the Commandery.
We started out the year welcoming new members and at our first
meeting agreed that getting to know each other and for the new
members to get to know SOSJ were priorities.
At our second meeting there was much discussion around what and
how we should do things plus also looking forward with excitement
to the bringing together of other Orders with us and we agreed that
we would put off plans for both fundraising and new membership
until then as we felt that having a wider community to be part of
after the meeting in Budapest would be better.
We did agree however, that, as the start of our fundraising we would
partner with an already successful Noel Lunch and that this would
provide at least one fundraising opportunity this year.
As part of our getting to know each other intention we held a very
successful barbecue in July where despite unseasonal wind and
occasional rain everyone enjoyed themselves and we departed
feeling more joined together as a Commandery.
Our meeting in October explored how the Sovereign Council had
gone and again we were excited by the enlargement of SOSJ that
gave us new impetus in encouraging others to join and helping our
fundraising. We agreed a target of 5 new members for next year.
Our next meeting in January will be focussed on how we get those
members as well as establishing what the opportunities are for
fundraising in 2012 and also how and who will do this so that the Commander Prof Russel Griggs OBE, KCSJ
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Spotlight on Members
In this issue: Chevalier Frank J. Klausz III KSJ and Chevalier Tony Mercer KCJSJ, JP

F

rank is a first generation “return” to Hungary: his parents Jaycees. The projects he did in these organizations laid the
escaped during the previous regime, he came back. The result foundation for larger challenges.
is a goulash combining some of the best ingredients of each culture. It is not surprising that Frank chose a profession as a consultant, as
He is a hard working problem solver, who always
the motivation in his career is a desire to help
has an optimistic outlook on the future. As he puts
companies improve and succeed. The move to
it, he was blessed with too much of the “happy
Hungary happened naturally as his unique
chemical” in his brain.
combination of Hungarian heritage and American
Frank is a native speaker of both Hungarian and
know-how could be applied well to Eastern
English – a rare talent.
European companies in real need of advice.
Frank was born and raised in New Jersey where he
However, his efforts to continue his community
spent lots of time in his father’s furniture shop. He
service work were quickly frustrated in Hungary.
attended Harvard University. While his diploma
During communism, volunteering meant working
reads Mechanical Engineering, he openly admits
at your normal job for free on Saturdays. Finding
he really majored in rowing, and won a number of
“volunteers” is therefore no easy task in Hungary.
national championships with the Thames River
Frank’s search for like-minded people led him to
Sculls. After a few years working in credit card
the Knight’s of Saint John. Here, he found a group
services in Connecticut, he went on to complete an
of motivated, successful people that understand
MBA from Wharton at the University of
service to humanity is the best work of life. While
Pennsylvania. Here, his focus really was on IT and
his travel schedule has not allowed him to get
corporate strategy. The MBA led to consulting with
involved to the level he would like, he did bring
A.T. Kearney, which provided the career
one key asset with him: his lovely wife Gyopar.
opportunity to support his return to Hungary where
She has participated in a number of the activities
he now heads the office in Budapest. Contribution
of the commandery, chipping in wherever there is
Chevalier Frank J. Klausz III KSJ
to society is an important part of Frank’s life. Fresh
a need. Her spirit and enthusiasm are always
out of college, he wanted to volunteer near his new
welcome.
home, but did not find the right outlet, so he started the 20s/30s Frank is supplementing his work at the knights with a board seat
Fellowship and grew it to 160 members. Shortly thereafter, he was on the American Chamber of Commerce in Hungary. There, he is
elected to Community Service Vice President of the Greenwich working on key energy issues for the country. Frank and Gyopar
are expecting their first child in April.

I

was born in Faversham in Kent, where I stayed until my early semi-retired .In 1993 my late wife and I moved to Sussex to be near
twenties. I grew up during the war and was used to seeing aerial dog my family. The rest as they say is history.
fights and watching them. It was during this period that I had a near It was in the early 1970's I was asked by Tony Sheill, who was MC of
miss and I still have the bullet that flicked my trouser leg. It was the Priory in London at the time, if I would help him at investitures.
September 1940 that the only fight between British and German forces, The order in those days was a Catholic order. I acted as cross bearer,
in Britain, took place on Graveney Marshes, which
and during the investitures handed the MC the
was a few miles from where I lived.
appropriate Regalia and Certificate, and handed
When I left school I started as a Trainee
the correct robe to the Knights who were doing
draughtsman with an architect. Having done my
the vesting. Anthony Zammitt was Prior at that
National Service I returned to the architect. Early
time. My wife and I used to attend fund raising
in the 1950's I moved to London to work for the
events, as we both knew many of the Knights
Laing's Construction Company. It was early on that
and Dames..
I met my wife Paula. We married in 1955 our
Over the following years I became a Knight of
daughter being born in 1959. We eventually moved
Honour in 1981,and in 1988 I was made Knight
to Hendon, NW London and it was here that Paula
of Grace I had continued in my role as Assistant
met up with an old school friend Tony Sheill and
MC up to the schism, in 2000, when I joined the
so a friendship was born between Tony and his
Priory of Great Britain. At that time I was
girlfriend.
appointed as a Knight of Justice. My title then
In those days I was involved in many community
changed from MC to Herald and has remained
organisations including Churches Together, Local
so to the present day.
Health Council, and for a while I was on the Local
In 2003 I was promoted to Commander of
Town Council. I was appointed a Justice of the
Justice. In 2009 I was given the Certificate of
Peace in March 1980 and remained active until I
Merit for my services to the order. I always made
moved Sussex in 1993. I stayed with Laings for
every effort to attend every function that was laid
about 30 years until with many others I was made
down.
Chevalier Tony Mercer KCJSJ, JP
redundant,
On looking at the list of Grand Masters who have
After that life became rather varied. In 1984 I worked for Mencap as signed my certificates, the only one that is missing is King Peter. I only
assistant manager on their scheme for training unemployed people.
know of one knight who has been knighted by King Peter.
At the end of 1985 I went to work in Hackney in East London joining As I approached my four score birthday I thought it was time to hand
another organisation training unemployed people. We had some 1500 over to someone younger, as I had carried out my role in one form or
people on the scheme and a budget of £6 million. At the end of 1988 another for 33 years.
the training system changed, the company became a private I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those Knights and
organisation doing very similar work. I was made Office Manager and Dames who have supported me over the years.
PA to the managing director. I stayed until early 1991 when I became
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German Association
The Association is a major unit of the Order, with the majority of
its members domiciled, as the name suggests, in Germany. But
under their jurisdiction are also members in Austria, France, Italy,
Monaco, Poland and the UK.
The beginnings were very small, when in the seventies and
eighties of last century some Germans belonged to the, as it then
was, Danish Order of St. John. Over the years, we grew into the
formidable unit we are now as a proud member of the SOSJ.
We are offering our best wishes for all of you for a Merry
Christmas and a good New Year.

Vorgeschichte berichtet unser Ritterbruder Dag von Schantz in
seinem Beitrag zu diesem Heft.
Nun muss zusammenwachsen, was zusammen gehört. Die
Ordensfamilie ist größer geworden und umfasst rund 900
Mitglieder in vielen Ländern. Es gilt jetzt, die buchstäblich
weltweiten familiären Kontakte zu pflegen und unseren Orden mit
Leben zu erfüllen. Es gilt, die Kräfte zu bündeln im Sinne und
Auftrag unserer Ordensdevise pro fide - pro utilitate hominum.
Auch unsere Assoziation ist in Budapest um neue Mitglieder
bereichert worden. Aufgenommen zur Ordensdame wurde die
charmante Ehefrau unseres Ritterbruders Martin Marschner von
Helmreich, Jacqueline Jeanne
Pierrette, Monaco. Zu Rittern
aufgenommen wurden Dr.
Rainer Krone aus Dresden und
Professor Stefan Kamilarov aus
Wien. Zum Ritter befördert
wurde Dr. Siegbert Bregenhorn.

Deutsche Assoziation
Die schönen Tage von Budapest sind nun vorüber. Es war ein
großartiger Konvent am letzten September-Wochenende in
Ungarns wunderbarer Hauptstadt, ausgerichtet von der Komturei
des Ordens in diesem Land. Deren Mitgliedern sei auch an dieser
Stelle nochmals ein herzlicher Dank gesagt.
Was den Konvent zu einem ganz besonderen Ereignis machte, zu
einer bedeutsamen Manifestation in der Geschichte des
Heinrich Kleeberg GCSJ ,
Johanniterordens, war die dort vollzogene Vereinigung der beiden President
Allianz-Partner OSJ und SOSJ zu einem Orden. Über die
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A Brief History of Unification
The reunification that took place in Budapest this 24th of
September was not born out of the blue. It was some 12-14
years in the making. As a matter of fact it began when I had
to solve a difficult situation that had occurred within the
Danish Order of Saint John (DDJ) around 1994/95 and which
involved the Ordre Souverain de Saint Jean in France (OSJ).
It began with a letter I wrote to the late Grand Master de
Chelas.
In brief, the situation was solved in a most satisfying way,
and following the death of the Grand Master, I, then Grand
Prior, went to France with our Grand Commander H C W
Lehmann to represent the DDJ at the enthronement of his
successor, Yves de Villepin in December of 1996. There, the
first talks were started and the idea of some kind of unification
of our Orders was brought up.
In 1998 I went to France alone to follow-up on the contact
that was established two years earlier. Present then were also
Grand Officers of the Danish Order of Malta (DDM) and the
Sovereign Order of Saint John of Jerusalem Knights
Hospitaller (SOSJ). We pulled up the idea of creating a formal
Concordate between the four Orders. The draft Concordate
was created in cooperation between the late Robert Q Phillips
(Grand Commander SOSJ), Youenn de Quelen (Grand Prior
of France OSJ) and I.
The Concordate was signed in Copenhagen in 1999. Talks at
the time carried our ideas on, and we decided to take it one
step further and to aim at a complete unification of the Orders,
thus turning the tides of history where division had ruled the
past 200 years and in particular the period following the
Russian revolution in 1917 and the branch of the Order by
then on place in USA (Once Grand Master de Cassagnac took
the Order back to France (OSJ) in 1952, splits began in
America and then a major split took place in Europe in 1964
when King Peter II (then Protector) left the Order and created
his own, now manifest in all the different Orders using his
Constitution - a consequence of numerous splits).
The work of the three above mentioned resulted in an
agreement on a text, the Charter of Alliance, which was
signed in Vancouver in June of 2000 by the same parties. This
became the basis of work for further unification.
Soon after this event, I learned from some of our American
members that the Priory of King Valdemar the Great,
originally a part of the Danish Order, had become an Order
of Saint John of America and that its GM was Charles
Ingrasci. I contacted him and a year or so later, we met in
Oslo. He was very positive in reaching back to the Danish
origins and appreciated our unification plans with the other
parties.
While this contact was re-established, I kept up the work
towards reunification with Yves de Villepin, Charles Ingrasci
and Johan Johansen Knickrehm, and realizing that the
differences separating these four Orders were minimal, we
created an agreement of intent and then the Act of Union
between the OSJ, DDM, DDJ and OSJA (the Order of Saint
John of America).

This unification was completed by the signature of the Act
of Union in Odense, Denmark in 2006, immediately followed
by the abdication of the Grand Master the resignation of the
entire leadership of all four Orders. Ivar Castenschiold was
then elected Grand Master of the unified OSJ.
The Charter of Alliance, still in place, now included only two
parties, the unified OSJ and the SOSJ - the branch of King
Peter II's Order headquartered in Vancouver. The work of
further unification was briefly halted due to all the practical
adjustments necessary within the unified OSJ, but then
resumed. In the mean time I went to Malta and made the first
approach towards obtaining the participation of the other
main branch of SOSJ, based in Valetta. The talks with their
Grand Commander Paul M Borg were positive, but did not
reach any conclusion at that point in time.
In 2008 two new Concordates similar to the one signed in
1999, were signed. The first between SOSJ Malta and the
unified OSJ, the other between the Hospitaller Order of Saint
John (mainly USA and Canada), the SOSJ Vancouver and
the unified OSJ. Thus, from this point in time, a link of
agreements exist between four different Orders of Saint John.
Then in 2009 the working group consisting of Yves de
Villepin, Patrice de Gail, Owen Brown, René Tonna-Barthet,
Donald Storrie, Heinrich Kleeberg and myself completed the
task of formal preparations for complete reunification of the
two Orders, meeting for two days in Paris.
Finally, the Act of Reunification was signed this year in
Budapest, where the Grand Master subsequently abdicated
and David Rolfe was elected to carry on the Grand Mastery.
At present there is now one successful story of reunification
and the reunified SOSJ/OSJ now includes the authentic line
of the Grand Masters, defining the true succession of the
ancient Order carried on through the OSJ, and the King Peter
II Constitution contributed by the SOSJ. This reunified Order
holds two Concordates, one with the SOSJ in Malta and the
other one with HOSJ in America. The work for a complete
unification with both these Orders must continue and show
the same strength in surmounting obstacles contained in
human weaknesses and frailties, such as pride and arrivism,
often to be found where power seeking individuals have
gained dominating positions.
It is my hope that all the Orders of Saint John mentioned here
within a foreseeable future shall become one great Order,
unified in its efforts pro
fide-pro
utilitate
hominum and strong
through
internal
consensus on every major
issue.
Dag von Schantz GCSJ,
Grand Commander OSJ
emer.
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H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie GCSJ, MMSJ – Grand Prior of Europe

W

e were all saddened to hear H.E. Bailiff Donald J. Storrie
GCSJ, MMSJ – Grand Prior of Europe give his report
at the Sovereign Council Meeting in Budapest informing
us that he would demit office in the early part of 2011 at the end of
his four year term as Grand Prior of Europe. He stated that he was
in the process of setting up the Nominations Committee to appoint
his successor and hoped to be able to report on this in the early part
of 2011.
We were, however, delighted to witness at the Ceremony of
Investiture and Re-unification, Donald being awarded the Medal of
Merit not only for his involvement in the steering group for the
re-unification, but also for his services to the Order since being
invested in 1999.
In presenting him with his medal, H.E. Grand Master David Rolfe
GCSJ, CMSJ said ”Grand Prior Storrie you demonstrate what is
good about the Order and SOSJ Europe is a better place today due
to your efforts over the last four years. I am more than happy to
shake the hand of the person who met The Pope and Her Majesty
The Queen at Holyrood Palace during the Pope’s recent visit to
Scotland”.
Over the last few months Donald has been invited by Sir Peter
Davis, Chairman of Marie Curie to become a Patron of Marie Curie
Cancer Care and has received the charity’s Above and Beyond
Award in memory of Sir Bill Cotton. This award recognises
individuals who have used their own ’spheres of influence’ to
promote and advance Marie Curie Cancer Care’s cause at every
opportunity. The Big Build Appeal for the new Glasgow Hospice,
which Donald chaired for three years, has now come to an end with
the £16.1 million target being reached and the Hospice now open.
Donald paid tribute to H.E. Bailiff Glenn H. Wales GCSJ – Prior
of the United Kingdom & Ireland and deputy chair of the Appeal
Committee, for his tremendous support and for deputising for him
on several occasions at short notice.
In paying tribute to Donald some of the members said:our selfless contribution to the Order became apparent
when you led a team of members from the then Priory of
Scotland in creating and organizing the SCM Dunblane which is
still talked about and is the yardstick many strive to emulate when

“Y

organizing Sovereign Council Meetings today. That was simply
the end of the beginning as you then embarked upon a mission of
re-building the Grand Priory of Europe to the strength and stability
it enjoys today. You will be sorely missed in standing down as
Grand Prior of Europe having served four years in that capacity but
it is heartening to know that you will continue to work on the
re-unification and other crucial roles within Europe and will be a
wise member of the Commandery of Scotland guiding us when
required”. - H.E. Bailiff Glenn H. Wales GCSJ – Prior of the United
Kingdom & Ireland

“D

onald, we will never forget that four years ago the Grand
Priory of Europe was just one step before a total
catastrophe. You stood up and stood tall for all of us and thanks to
your gravitas and tireless efforts we enjoy today a position of
strength, growth and optimism. We are also grateful to May for
her immense work for our Order, a true Sister for all of us. We are
also delighted that you will have a new crucial leading role in the
hard work that is being done for the re-unification of our Order with
other Orders of St. John that share the same values and ideals with
us and that you will continue to run The European which is the most
powerful tool in our efforts to attract new Aspirants to the
Commandery of England”. - Commander Vassilios Papalois KCSJ,
MD – Commander of England

“F

irst let me say Donald, that although I do not want to see you
leave your current position, I fully understand that you have
more than done your duty. On behalf of the Brothers and Sisters
within the Commandery of Hungary, I thank you for your support,
patience and wise counsel over the last four years. We are all
delighted that you will still have a leading role within Europe and
assure you of our support in the years to come”. - Commander
Douglas Daniel KJSJ – Commander of Hungary

“I

had the pleasure of meeting dear Donald when he visited the
Commandery with Grand Commander Owen Brown to
administer the Oath of Office to me and the Oath to Commander
Anselmo Sarchi. I must say that I have always found Donald both
as Grand Prior and as a friend to be of great support and
encouragement during the many difficulties which we have faced
as a Commandery in Formation in Italy. Although we are all
saddened that he will stand down as Grand Prior after his four year
term of office, we do hope he will continue to be of help, not only
to our Brothers and Sisters, but also to the less fortunate brethern
who seek our help. We look forward to welcoming him to Italy
for our Investiture next year”. - Commander Guido Recrosio KCSJ
- Commandery of Italy in Formation

“I

had known Donald for many years in many guises before he,
in his usual pleasant and friendly manner, brought me into the
Order some years ago. Donald is the reason many people have
joined the order not just because of his persuasive ways which have
served him well in all the charity work he does, but also because I
knew if Donald thought the Order would be worthwhile then it
would be. Donald’s guidance and good old-fashioned common
sense will be missed as Grand Prior but I am glad that I will still
have it there within my Commandery as Donald continues to be
one of our most experienced and respected members, and I am sure
will continue to keep us all on track when needed”. - Commander
Prof. Russel Griggs OBE, KCSJ

A

nd from the Editorial Team of ‘The European’ a big thank
you for all your wise counsel, and encouraging us to create
this newsletter - Liz, May & Elaine
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A response to some Questions
Commanderies of the Priory of Poland. Thus there must have been
representatives of not only the three Commanderies of Poland, but
also the Priories of those Knights who had gone to Russia after
Malta’s defeat by the Napoleonic forces. Only some 13 Knights
refused to go to Russia, and instead went to Sicily and it was from
these very few Knights that Pope Pius VII managed to form a new
group, under a Grand Master who had a) been nominated by Pope
Pius VII for acceptance by Napoleon, and on this being ratified,
“appointed£ by Pope Pius VII,” who in doing this, had gone against
the directives and Bulls of 4 previous Popes who had directed that
Grand Masters were to be elected and not appointed. These four
Popes were:
a) Pope Paschal II in 1113, b) Pope Anasthasius IV in 1153, c)Urban
VIII in 1634 and lastly by Gregory XIII probably about 1580. In
deed we see that in a note by Cardinal Consalvi (who Cardinal
Secretary of State of the Vatican) in his memoires (p.206 op.cit) he
wrote “The Pope took note of all that, he considered the
circumstances: he went still further on the way of its presentation.
Through his private authority he legalised what was NOT according
to the Statute of the Order. A statute impossible to observe since
the position of Malta did not allow it. But the Holy Father was so
embarrassed by the choice that it would have been better to have
left it to the Priors of the Order themselves. They should have
appointed the Grand Master in a regular way, and the Pope ought
to have sanctioned their work” (This incidentally is cited by the
noted historian Pierredon in his book, volume II page 17 issued in
1963.) I would also add that the Pope must have been under
tremendous pressure by Napoleon, to try and correct a fatal error
in the Napoleonic strategy of the time. Consequently we see that
one side, i.e. Russia had as much right to elect a Grand Master, and
who was elected legally, as the other had a right (debatable) to
“appoint” one.
2) The Order had changed immensely by 1798 (date when the Order
left Malta) The Order had moved with the times. It was no longer
a force against the Ottoman Empire, although “vows were still being
taken” but these were not observed since they had become a matter
of form. Further the Order was no longer a religious Order, per se,
and indeed the Order had never been an Order of Priests. “Any
member who asked for dispensation was seldom refused.”
Furthermore “by accepting a Schismatic as a member, no precedent
had been created” (Harrison Smith cites a number of names who
were in fact given this dispensation. Another historian, Sir Edwin
King in his book The Knights of St. John, cites the Protestant
Baliwick of Brandenburg as being inside the Order since 1763, after
nearly 200 years of Schism.
Thus we can see here quite clearly that the reason being put forward
has no basis as a concrete and legal objection.
I shall continue this article in the next edition of ‘The European’.

Tsar Paul I

O

ne of the basic criticisms of our Order by others, has always
been our acceptance of Tsar Paul I as our validly elected 71st
Grand Master. There are 4 main reasons for these criticisms, but
we shall be dealing only with two of these in this article. The
remaining two will be discussed in the next future issue of the
EUROPEAN.
In an anonymous and undated pamphlet (probable date 1965)
published by Palazzo Malta, The via Condotti, in Rome (The HQ
of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta) shows a list of all the
Grand Masters from Brother Venerable Gerard to Angelus de
Mojana di Cologna (1962) and shown as the 72nd Grand Master, is
Tsar Paul I, but with an annotation identifying him as “De Facto”
i.e. as a fact of life, but not as “de Jure”, in other words not legally
elected.
As I said before there are four reasons commonly put forward why
Tsar Paul could never have been a Legal Grand Master of the Order
of St. John of Jerusalem, and the first two of these are:
1: All Langues and Priories should have been present at the election
of Paul I, and therefore the election by one Priory is deemed not to
have been enough to legalise the election. And
2: That a Schismatic person as Paul I was, could never have been
the head of a religious and Catholic Order which would have been
immediately subject to the Pope.
I will treat with the remaining two reasons in the next issue, as this
time I will rebut only the first two. My main basis of this rebuttal
is based on the thesis of Prof. Harrison Smith, and Bailiff Joseph
Storace, which was printed in their book about the Order in about
1971.
1) The first objection applies equally to the SOSJ as well as to the
Sovereign Military Order of Malta. Since the Langues of England,
Scotland and Ireland had been suppressed by Henry VIII, the
Langues of Auvergne, Provence and France, had been extinguished
by the French Revolution of 1789 and finally the Langues of Castille
and Aragon were in process of being reorganised by the Spanish
Crown. Further the Bavarian Langue had become Protestant and
also reorganised itself under a new name. All these traumatic
changes within the Order only left those Knights who had escaped
H.E. Bailiff René Tonna-Barthet GCSJ, CMSJ
from Malta and who had gone to Russia together with the three

H.E. Bailiff René Tonna-Barthet GCSJ, CMSJ pictured
receiving the Cross of Merit from the Lieutenant Grand Master,
H.E. Conventual Bailiff David Rolfe GCSJ, MMSJ. This
ceremony took place during the recent Sovereign Council
Ceremony held in Budapest. This was the second time that he
had received this honour. The first was in 2000 at a ceremony
in Malta when René was first decorated by then H.E. Grand
Master Robert Brodie.
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We were all invited to a party
It’s a B-B-Q they said
Star-spangled banner a’flying
With Russel & Liz’ smiling faces
It made for a lovely time
American style, this 4th of July
Guests came from near and far
They all did look the part
Fringed skirts, and bold check shirts
And Stetsons on their heads
They set the scene for the party
American style, this 4th of July
All was set to please the eye
With many well kent faces
Who all do give their time
To raise funds for many causes
But this day was purely pleasure
American style, this 4th of July
The sun did shine
The rains came too
And how the winds did blow
The meals were good and tasty
The buffet eating well
All American style, this 4th of July
As the day slowly ended
And homeward bound we went
Our minds all a’glowing
With ideas, thoughts and laughter
What more can anyone want
From an American style B-B-Q this 4th of July
© Shirley McKeand 2010
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CLERGY CORNER

H

The words he addressed to his
first listeners, to prepare the
way for the coming of the Lord
by repentance and baptism in
the Jordan, are directed to us
once again.
It is nearly two thousand years
since John preached, but
Christian teachers have long
reminded us that we should not
celebrate the coming of Jesus
as a past event. We should
remind ourselves to be ready
for the coming of Jesus to judge
us at our death and also
remember how he comes to us in those who need our help. All
these ‘comings’ of Jesus should be in our thoughts during the
Advent season. We can best keep these thoughts in our minds by
allowing ourselves to take a period of several minutes each day
during the Advent season. During this time we can pray by
candlelight that we should recognize what we can do for the needy,
and also be ready for the final coming of God into our lives. If we
can sustain this throughout the Advent season, we can surely come
to our local church on Christmas night or Christmas Day, confident
that we can celebrate Christmas as what it truly is: a Christian feast.

ow should a Christian prepare for Christmas? That was the
question that struck me when the editors asked me for a short
reflection, for an issue of The European that would be published
after the investiture in Brighton but before Christmas Day.
We all know how the secular world prepares for Christmas: how
the summer is hardly over before the advertisements appear in the
shops or the Christmas catalogues arrive in the post. We know how
every organisation will have a Christmas dinner or Christmas party,
how we have to set ourselves to work through a mammoth
Christmas card list long before December begins. We may have to
watch our children or grandchildren act in a nativity play at school,
or come to charity carol services at our local churches. Some of
these will be two or three weeks before Christmas Day. But should
we tell ourselves that going to carol services or nativity plays is
sufficient preparation for a religious festival, or should we try to do
more?
For many centuries, the celebration of the birth of Jesus has been
preceded by the season of Advent, a period beginning on the Sunday
three or four weeks before Christmas Day. This year the First
Sunday of Advent will be the weekend when many of us have been
in Brighton, for the investiture. But on the following two Sundays,
if we come to a Catholic church or to any of the Protestant churches
that use the common lectionary, we shall hear a gospel passage
about the patron of our order, St. John the Baptist. We celebrate
our patronal feast in June, near the feast of his birth, but it has been The Reverend Father John Wiley KGSJ
in December that the Christian church has re-examined his teaching.

A

n esteemed and highly respected lady. A
Jean retired in 1981 as then Consultant
Dame of true grace. Consultant
pathologist to the Glasgow Royal Maternity
haematologist and pathologist of international
Hospital. She became the Women’s’ Medical
renown in her working life and for many years
Federation Scottish president and in 1984 the
after her retiral in 1981. Her doctorate a fitting
UK President. She might have been termed a
accolade to her pioneering research. A Dame of
modern medical Suffragette. She and Tom
Grace of the Sovereign Order of St John of
moved to Pitlochry, establishing a wonderful
Jerusalem, Knights Hospitaller. Jean was born
garden with a unique and comprehensive
collection of rhododendrons. Jean became
in Airdrie, Scotland on the 18th September 1921.
involved in many local organisations. Serving
After Secondary Schooling at Coatbridge where
on numerous committees often as chairman she was dux in her final year and girl sports
The Civic Trust in Pitlochry, Abbeyfield, and
champion, she attended the University of
the WRVS to name some of the local
Glasgow and studied medicine. She graduated
organisations, she was paramount in
in Medicine in 1944 with commendation.
establishing the conservation area within
Married to Tom, a captain in the Merchant Navy
Pitlochry. The Association for the Protection of
th
Tom on the 24 April 1948 They had a
Rural Scotland and the National Trust for
Dame
Dr
Jean
Mary
Scott
DGSJ,
MBChB,
daughter, Marion and moved to Pitlochry in
Scotland were close to her heart. She became a
MD, FRCPath,
1981. Her Medical achievements were
18/09/1921 – 05/11/2010
Dame of Grace of the Sovereign Order of St
awesome. At the age of 27 she was awarded her
John of Jerusalem, in 2002 and visited Malta
MD with commendation in 1948. She worked
and America in this role. A member of the local Pitlochry Church
in many of the Glasgow Hospitals – Rottenrow, the Samaritan
of Scotland where she served for a term as president of the
Hospital, Yorkhill, The Glasgow Royal Maternity Hospital and
Women’s’ Guild. There were two phrases that those of us that knew
latterly the Wolfson Buildings at Strathclyde University. As a
her closely became very familiar with – “Have I told you that
clinical pathologist she established the first ante-natal blood clinic
before…” and “You’ll be interested in this…”. Her diminutive
in the West of Scotland and did much of the initial research on
figure on her bicycle was a familiar sight all around Pitlochry – it
intravenous and intramuscular use of iron in pregnancy. Her
was only last year she decided to stop and in typical Jean’s “waste
research and published paper in the 12th Nov 1949 in the British not want not attitude “ recycled her bike to Malawi. Her keenness
Medical Journal highlighted that anaemia in Glasgow was the to keep up to date in all matters medical was amazing - recent
commonest complication of pregnancy. She undertook discussions on the subject – “An alternative approach to modern
responsibility for the perinatal and obstetric pathology in the Genetics”. Jean contained an inner resilience, and fight and strength
Glasgow Eastern District and much of her later research and which made her what she was and that was the essence that let her
publications developed out of this work. A Founder member of the gain such widely acknowledged and recognised achievements.
Royal College of Pathologists she became a fellow in 1975. Jean Jean will be missed.
was the first Scottish Woman to be elected to the General Medical
Council – and subsequently served on its Disciplinary Committee.
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Commandery of Scotland Wine Lovers Dinner
St Margaret’s Hospice, Clydebank was the beneficiary of the first
Wine Lovers Dinner Night to be run with a charitable “option” at
the Knockderry House Hotel, Cove, on the shores of Loch Long.
A small but enthusiastic group had opted to pay extra for their
tickets, the difference, matched by the hotel owners, going to the
charity. The dinner guests each received a bottle of special label
wine and entry to a raffle for a bottle of Veuve Cliquot pink
champagne,
The evening started with champagne and canapés, including chef
Johnny’s confection-like chicken liver parfait in a light pastry cone
– the eating of which was an ice-breaker in itself. The real
ice-breaker came with the introduction of the game “Wine Man’s
Bluff” hosted by Mike Cottam of Inverarity Vaults and Beth
Macleod, owner of the Knockderry, vying with each other to
convince the guests that they alone were accurately describing each
of three wines offered. The tables were split into two teams of four
to produce some jovial competition, sometimes between households.
We were then welcomed by Murdo MacLeod, introduced to the
evening’s menu by chef Johnny Aitken and to the wines by Mike
Cottam who had, as usual, risen to the challenge of matching his
wines to Johnny’s menu:
Before retiring to the bar for coffee and perhaps a sampling of
whiskies, the evening was rounded off with the now traditional
off-the-wall story by Murdo Macleod, to which written prose cannot
do justice.
With generous contributions from John and Tessa Thompson and
from Glenn and Elaine Wales, the evening raised £545.00,
gratefully received by Sandra McNab on behalf of St Margaret’s
Hospice.
We are grateful to the hotel for their commitment to this project
(and pleased to say they are now thinking of applying a similar
approach to all these evenings) and of course, to the guests for being
part of the “experiment”.

Menu
Canapés
Ayala Champagne, Brut Majeur NV, France
Grouse bree
Pan seared breast of quail with roast leg, apricot and raisin
cous cous and pomegranate dressing
Pinot Gris, Joseph Cattin, Alsace, France
Perthshire partridge with seared foie gras
and autumn mushrooms
Tempranillo Quintana, Bodegas Victoriana, Spain
Glen Etive venison with Robin’s beetroot, pommes anna
and elderberries
Gigondas, Parcelles 38 Chateau du Trignon, Rhone, France
Bramble meringues, heather honeycomb and bee pollen
Poached crown prince pumpkin with chocolate and chilli
sorbet and almond cookies
Pedro Ximenez, Triana, Bodegas Hidalgo, Jerez, Spain

Dame Samantha Lindley DSJ

Wishing you all the best for Christmas
and the New Year
Articles for the next issue -June 2011 must be with the editorial team
by April 30th. Please note; items may be edited for reasons of space
or clarity.
If sending pictures electronically, please send them in .jpeg or .png
format. We can also scan in snapshots/pictures - perhaps you have
some from past events - even black & white shots.
You can contact the team by e-mail (details below), or, if you have
the Grand Priory of Europe Directory, further contact details are in
there.
The Grand Priory of Europe

Editorial Team: from left to right: Dame May Storrie
(may.storrie@btinternet.com), Dame Elaine Wales (elaine@datasafe.net)
Dame Elizabeth Griggs (lizgriggs@gmail.com),
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